Food Bib 0517

Foods & Cooking @ MAC Library
Afghan food & cookery
All along the Danube: recipes from Germany,
Austria, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Hungary,
Romania, and Bulgaria

Cuisines of the Alps: recipes, drinks, and lore from
France,
Switzerland,
Liechtenstein,
Italy,
Germany, Austria, and Slovenia

The art of Dutch cooking

Don’t give me eggs that bounce: 118 cracking recipes
for people with Alzheimer's

Art of Lithuanian cooking

Dutch cookbook

The art of Persian cooking

The Essential Mediterranean cookbook

The Balkan cookbook

Everyday Greek

Barossa food

Falling cloudberries: a world of family recipes

Bengali cooking: seasons and festivals

Favorite Swedish recipes

Best of Austrian cuisine: expanded edition

Feast magazine

The best of Croatian cooking: expanded edition

Feasts and friends: women and food from across the
world

Bold palates: Australia's gastronomic heritage
The book of Jewish food : an odyssey from
Samarkand and Vilna to the present day
The book of Latin American cooking
Buon appetito: regional Italian recipes: ricette
regionali Italiane
Cambodian Cooking
Classic Italian cooking: recipes for mastering the
Italian kitchen
Classic Jamaican cooking: traditional recipes and
herbal remedies
Classic Spanish cooking recipes for mastering the
Spanish kitchen
The complete Asian cookbook
The complete Middle East cookbook
Multicultural Aged Care Library
94 Henley Beach Road
Mile End SA 5031
PO Box 488
Torrensville Plaza SA 5031

Festive Ukrainian cooking
The Filipino cookbook: 85 homestyle recipes to
delight your family and friends
The Finnish cookbook
Flavors of Slovenia food and wine from central
Europe's hidden gem
The food and cooking of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania:
traditions,
ingredients,
tastes,
techniques, over 60 classic recipes
The food & cooking of
ingredients,
tastes,
techniques, over 60
classic recipes

Finland:

traditions,

The food and drink of
Mexico
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Food around the world: a cultural perspective
Food from many Greek kitchens

My mother's Bolivian
recollections

Food from our homes

The new book of Middle Eastern food

The food of Italy: a journey for food lovers

Old Polish traditions: in the kitchen and at the table

Food lover’s guide to the world: experience the great
global cuisines

Pok pok: food and stories from the streets, homes,
and roadside restaurants of Thailand

Four seasons: a year of Italian food

Polish cookery: Uniwersalna Ksiazka Kucharska

The global bakery: amazing cakes from the world’s
kitchens

Recipes from around the world

Great German recipes

Rose petal jam: recipes & stories from a summer in
Poland

The Greek vegetarian: more than 100 recipes
inspired by the traditional dishes and flavors of
Greece

kitchen

,

recipes

and

Regional Greek

Russian cookbook
Saha : a chef’s journey through Lebanon and Syria

Hidden Kitchens of Sri Lanka

Seasons of Sicily: recipes from the south of Italy

History, heritage & hospitality: a pot-pourrie of
recipes, hints and history from old Hahndorf

Share: the cookbook that celebrates our common
humanity

Hungarian cookbook: old recipes for new world
cooks

The silver spoon : English edition

The Hungarian cookbook:
Hungarian food and wine

Small food

the

pleasures

of

Indian cuisine
Italian food safari: a delicious celebration of the
Italian kitchen

Slavic specialities
The South American table: the flavor and soul of
authentic home cooking from Patagonia to Rio de
Janeiro, with 450 recipes

Jerusalem: a cookbook

Spoonfuls of Germany: culinary delights of the
German regionin 170 recipes

Koorie plants, Koorie people: traditional Aboriginal
food, fibre and healing plants of Victoria

Sugared orange: recipes & stories from a winter in
Poland

Koto : a culinary journey through Vietnam

A taste of Cambodian cuisine

La cucina: the regional cooking of Italy

A taste of diversity : recipes for the golden aged
(many different editions)

The market: stories, history and recipes from the
Adelaide Central Market
Mezze to milk tart: from the Middle East to Africa in
my vegetarian kitchen
My Greek family table
My Greek Kitchen
My Mediterranean Kitchen

Traditional Moroccan cooking: recipes from Fez
Turquoise : a chef's travels in Turkey
Ukrainian Christmas: traditions, folk customs, and
recipes
Ukrainian Easter: traditions, folk customs, and
recipes
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Ukrainian recipes
Vietnamese home cooking
A Vietnamese kitchen: treasured family recipes
Vietnamese street food
The world of street food: quick and easy meals to
cook at home
The world religions cookbook
DVDs
Floyd’s India
Food Safari
Jamie’s great Italian escape
Kylie Kwong: my China
Market kitchen: global diaries Far East, Spain &
Portugal
Market kitchen: global diaries France
Market kitchen: global diaries India
Market kitchen: global diaries Italy
Planet food: Brazil
A taste of Burgundy , your essential guide to the best
food from around the world.
A taste of China: with Kenneth Lo and Vincent Price
Two fat ladies
Two greedy Italians
Two greedy Italians: still hungry

